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Abstract

This paper presents a theoretical background to an imagined applica-
tion assumed to be used in a speech and language therapy setting, where
the assumed user is a child who produces systematically deviant speech.
The application expects as input an isolated word spoken by the child in
a specific way (i.e. as a specific sequence of phones), and where one of the
phonemes is substituted by another phoneme. The application aligns the
speech signal to a transcription of the word, modifies the erroneous seg-
ment so that it sounds like the “correct” phoneme, and concatenates the
modified segment with the unmodified parts of the word. The assumed
output produced by the application is thus a modified and resynthesised
version of the speech signal the child provided as input – an approximation
of what the given word would have sounded like if the child had produced
it correctly. This report presents a theoretical background to each of these
modules, reviewing different techniques that have been used in similar ap-
plications earlier. Ideally, this background to the challenges involved in
segmentally modified resynthesised speech can guide the decision on how
– if at all! – to embark on the practical implementation of the application.

1 Introduction

Computer technology can be used to assist speech and language therapy for chil-
dren with deviant or delayed speech and language development. In some areas,
computer technology provides possibilities that go beyond what a human ther-
apist (or teacher) can offer. For example, some programs (e.g. SpeechViewer
and Box of Tricks, see [1]), provide immediate visual feedback on speech produc-
tion, thereby enhancing auditive proprioceptive feedback. By modifying his/her
speech production, the child manipulates both acoustic features and visual fea-
tures visible on the screen. This has proved to be particularly beneficial for
children with hearing impairments [1]. Furthermore, articulatory models (i.e.
visual representations of the articulation of specific sounds) can illustrate infor-
mation that is not normally visible in a human speaker, to provide guidance
to the user as to how to place articulators to produce a specific sounds. An
example of this is the ARTiculation TUtoR (ARTUR), developed at KTH [2].
However, although there are potential benefits of computer-assistance in speech
and language therapy, computers are only rarely used in clinical practice in
Sweden today.
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In normal as well as deviant speech development in children, there is a close
interaction between perception and production of speech. In order to change a
deviant (non-adult) way of pronouncing a sound/syllable/word, the child must
realise that his/her current production is somehow insufficient [3]. There is
evidence of a correlation between the amount of attention a child (or infant)
pays to his/her own speech production, and the phonetic complexity in his/her
speech production [4]. As expressed by Locke and Pearson [4] (p. 120): “the
hearing of one’s own articulations clearly is important to the formation of a
phonetic guidance system”.

Children with phonological disorders produce systematically deviant speech,
due to an immature or deviant cognitive organisation of speech sounds. Exam-
ples of such systematic deviations might be stopping of fricatives, consonant
cluster reductions, final consonant deletions and assimilations. Some of these
children might well percieve phonological distinctions that they themselves do
not produce, while others have problems both in percieving and producing a
distinction.

Based on the above, it seems reasonable to assume that enhanced feedback
of one’s own speech might be particularly valuable to children with phonological
difficulties, in increasing their awareness of their own speech production. For
instance, how would a child with phonological difficulties react to hearing what
his/her speech would have sounded like if s/he had produced speech “correctly”
(preferrably in comparison with his/her current speech production)? Studying
the effects of performing such an exercise might help to gain more insights to the
nature of the phonological difficulties these children have, as well as providing
implications for clinical intervention. Technically, this kind of exercise could be
implemented in an application which takes as input the child’s production of a
specific word, and produces as output a modified version of this speech sample.
Hence, this could be called “modified resynthesis”.

1.1 Earlier applications of modified resynthesis

Modified resynthesis has been used as a way of creating stimuli for perceptual
experiments, e.g. to produce syllables where specific speech sounds have been
transformed into intermediate and ambiguous forms between two prototypical
phonemes [5]. These stimuli have then been used in experiments of categorical
perception. Others have modulated the phonemic nature of specific segments,
while preserving the global intonation, syllabic rhythm and broad phonotactics
of natural utterances, in order to study what acoustic cues (e.g. phonotactics,
syllabic rhythm) are most salient in identifying languages [6]. In these types
of applications, however, stimuli have been created once and there has been no
need for real-time processing.

Modified resynthesis has also been used in efforts to increase intelligibility
in dysarthric speech (i.e. poorly articulated speech, often due to reduced oral
muscle strength and/or control in the speaker) [7] [8]. Kain et al. describe how
they analysed dysarthric speech in terms of F0, formant frequencies and energy,
how these values were modified to resemble desired targets, and how transformed
speech was generated using formant synthesis. However, the authors did not
strive to perform the analysis and resynthesis on-the-fly. Moreover, naturalness
and voice resemblance were not prioritised, as the main focus was increased
intelligibility.
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The computer-assisted language learning system VILLE [9] includes an ex-
ercise that involves modified resynthesis. Here, the segments in the speech
produced by the user are manipulated in terms of duration, i.e. stretched or
shortened. This application obviously shares several traits with the application
suggested in this paper, and it will be referred to later.

1.2 The imagined application

The hypothetical application described in this paper is assumed to be used in a
speech and language therapy setting. The assumed user is a child who produces
systematically deviant speech and who might benefit from hearing how his/her
speech would have sounded if s/he could pronounce words accurately. The
application could be used in a therapy setting, with the child and therapist
working together by the computer in a relatively quiet environment (typically a
small room in a health care unit or at a school). The child is assumed to have
a microphone close to his/her mouth (e.g. a headset).

The application expects as input an isolated word spoken by the child in
a specific way (i.e. as a specific sequence of phones). For example, the child
might produce the word “kotte” as /kOkE/, instead of the correct /kOtE/ (e.g. as
a consequence of assimilation). Thus, the application “knows” that the target
pronunciation is /kOtE/ and that the child’s attempt will be /kOkE/ already
before the child has begun to speak.

The assumed output produced by the application is a modified and resyn-
thesised version of the speech signal the child provided as input. This speech
signal is an approximation of what the given word would have sounded like if
the child had produced it correctly. Thus, the phone-specific features of the
erroneous speech segment (i.e. the medial /k/ in the example with “kotte”) are
modified and transformed (into a /t/), while speaker characteristic features of
this segment are preserved. The parts of the word that the child pronounced
correctly, i.e. the parts preceding and following the erroneous segment, are as-
sumed to pass through the application unmodified. Ideally, output is produced
in (near) real-time. The path from the input word spoken by the child to the
output signal produced by the application is assumed to include four different
modules, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the modified resynthesis application.
(Please note that this representation is a simplification; as will be argued later,
the most appropriate way of segmenting the speech wave is probably into di-
phones rather than into phones. The segment to be modified will thus consist
of two diphones rather than of one phone.)
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This report describes a theoretical background to each of these modules,
reviewing different techniques that have been used in similar applications earlier.
In Section 2, the different modules of the imagined application are described,
one by one: Speech detection (Section 2.1), Speech alignment (Section 2.2),
Modification of the erroneous segment (Section 2.3) and Resynthesis (Section
2.4). Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 3. Ideally, this background to
the challenges involved in segmentally modified resynthesised speech can guide
the decision on how – if at all! – to embark on the practical implementation of
the application.

2 Modules

2.1 Speech detection

The first step in the suggested application is to identify the start and end points
of the isolated word spoken as input. The stronger the background noise and/or
the weaker the speech signal (i.e. the smaller signal-to-noise ratio, SNR), the
more difficult it is to distinguish the speech signal from the background noise.
In recognition of isolated words, inaccurate detection of word endpoints is a
major cause of error, and simply defining an energy level threshold (where ev-
erything louder than the threshold is treated as speech and everything below the
threshold as noise), may not be sufficient [10]. To distinguish weak word-final
sounds from background noise, to ignore “impulsive” noise before the word (e.g.
smacks, inhalation etc.), and to handle silent periods within words (typically
occlusion phases in plosives, are examples of challenges even in relatively quite
environments [11].

Considering that the suggested application is assumed to be used in a rel-
atively quiet environment, and the child is assumed to use a microphone close
to his/her mouth, the SNR can be expected to be quite high. And as the input
words are known in advance, even very long silent occlusion phases within a
word can quite confidently be treated as word-internal silent gaps, since the ap-
plication “knows” that the gap will be followed by more speech. In other words,
the duration threshold can be very long. So, even if the speech detection step
might not be trivial, the real challenges in designing the suggested application
do probably not lie in this step, but in later modules.

2.2 Speech alignment

As the phoneme sequence of the incoming signal is already known, the task for
the second module is not to recognise what segments it contains, but rather
to locate the boundaries between the (known) segments. In several speech
resynthesis applications, where real-time processing is not prioritised, phoneme
segmentation is done manually [6] [8]. However, for our purposes, (near) direct
feedback is necessary, and therefore segmentation must be done automatically.
This task is often referred to as forced alignment, and usually builds upon tech-
niques used in automatic speech recognition (ASR). In concatenative synthesis,
accurate positioning of boundaries is, however, more important than for ASR
purposes [12], as misplaced boundaries between phones might cause discontinu-
ities in the concatenated speech. As our intended application also involves a
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step of concatenative synthesis, we are also dependent on phoneme (or diphone)
boundaries being placed as accurately as possible.

The most widely used techniques for automatic segmentation today are Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM)-based [13]. Here, an acoustic model of phoneme
HMMs is derived from a corpus of spoken data with associated phonemic tran-
scriptions. Alignment is then forced between the incoming speech signal and the
HMMs associated with the phones in the known phone sequence. Obviously, the
better the input speech corresponds to the training data, the more confident the
alignments. Although this approach is considered the most reliable, it is limited
when it comes to the exact placement of boundaries between phonemes [12] [13].
In order to overcome the limitations at phoneme transitions, several researchers
have suggested that an initial HMM-based segmentation could be refined, e.g.
by using boundary models derived from a smaller training database of manually
labelled and segmented speech [14], or by recognising spectral discontinuities as
cues to phonemic boundaries [12].

2.2.1 The training corpus

Assuming we use a statistically based approach to speech segmentation, we need
a corpus of speech from which to derive acoustic models. For our application, the
ideal training corpus would consist of speech produced by children the same age
as the intended user, and in the same kind of acoustical environment. However,
even if the acoustic models used are based on child speech, automatic recognition
of child speech is still more difficult - and much less studied - than recognition
of adult speech [15] [16]. A key problem in collecting a representative database
of child speech is variability ; children’s voices (and motor skills) are developing
and changing while adult’s voices are more stable.

Available at KTH is the PF Star corpus [17], a Swedish child-speech database,
with collected speech samples from 200 children aged 4-8 years, from the Stock-
holm region. The acoustic environment is similar to that of our intended ap-
plication; all recordings were done in small rooms with only the child and an
adult present. The corpus consists of sentences (imitated after an adult, since
many of the children couldn’t read) and digit sequences. Although these types
of utterances are somewhat different from the expected input in our assumed
application, using a child-speech corpus might still be a better choice than using
an adult-speech corpus.

2.3 Modification of the erroneous segment

Once the incoming speech signal has been segmented, and the erroneous seg-
ment has been identified, the next step is to modify this segment. Ideally, we
want to modfiy only phoneme-specific features and preserve speaker-specific fea-
tures, and we are therefore interested in a way of separating the two types of
information. This is an interest shared with the field of voice conversion, where
the goal is to modify an utterance spoken by one speaker, so that it sounds as
if spoken by another speaker [18]. But what features in the speech signal are
phoneme-specific and what features are speaker-specific? As it turns out, there
has been little success in isolating specific acoustic parameters that capture all
voice-characteristic features in a speech signal [19].
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A technique that is often used in voice conversion is Linear Predictive Cod-
ing (LPC), to estimate what information in the speech signal corresponds to
the excitation signal (the “source”), and what information corresponds to the
resonances of the vocal tract (the “filter”) [20]. Spectral modification, e.g. mod-
ification of formant frequency values, is then done by passing the source part
of the speech signal (the LPC residual) through a filter that corresponds to the
spectral shape of a target speech sound. This technique, Residual Excited LPC
(RELP), (although somewhat modified) was for example used by Kain et al. [8]
in their effort at improving intelligibility in dysarthric speech through modified
resynthesis. Protopapas [5] also used RELP to create intermediate stimuli be-
tween two specific phonemes, and to extrapolate beyond the typical phonemes,
thus creating “exaggerated” versions of the phonemes.

There are some limitations in using RELP in speech modification, however.
Ideally, if the LPC residual were an accurate and “clean” representation of the
voice signal, its spectral shape would be sloping without any formant peaks or
valleys. The LPC residual is just an approximation, however, and passing it
through a different filter than the original often leads to distortions in the mod-
ified speech [20]. Different ways of improving the results have been suggested,
e.g. in [20].

The type of segments, source and target, and the acoustic distance between
them will affect how modification is performed. An obvious limitation of the
RELP technique is that it has only been applicable to voiced speech sounds. For
example, Kain et al. [8] only resynthesised voiced regions of the input speech,
and let unvoiced frames pass unmodified to the output. Acoustic features that
are usually mentioned as speaker-characteristic are often related to the speaker’s
voice (e.g. fundamental frequency, properties of the glottal source spectrum),
and the vocal tract resonance (e.g. formant frequencies and bandwidths, am-
plitude spectra of vowels and nasals) [11] [19]. Is it safe, then, to assume that
unvoiced phonemes do not carry any speaker-characteristic information? If so,
could we simply replace (instead of modifying) any unvoiced source segment with
any unvoiced target segment produced by any other speaker? Or even with a
formant-synthesised target segment? Attempts have been made at integrating
waveform concatenation and formant synthesis, showing particularly promis-
ing results for splicing together synthesised (non-nasal) obstruents and natural
speech segments [21]. Another example of successfull integration of formant
synthesis and natural speech segments was presented in [22], where naturalness
of formant synthesis was improved by replacing unvoiced segments synthesised
by the formant synthesiser with their natural (recorded) correspondences. Ac-
cording to Hertz’s findings, the integration of synthesised and natural segments
does not affect the perception of voice quality, as long as stressed syllable nuclei
are still made up from natural segments. If this proves right, it would make the
task of modifying unvoiced phonemes considerably easier, assuming we also find
a way of handling transitions from and to surrounding voiced sounds appropri-
ately. For voiced phonemes, however, or for source-target phoneme pairs which
are very different, the modification is assumably much more complex.

So far, it has been assumed (at least implicitly) that the speech segment
to be modified is a phone. However, most concatenative synthesis systems use
segments that include the transitions between phones, e.g. diphones, as the
basic units. So, the segment to be modified is actually not only the phone, but
should probably include the preceding and following semi-phones as well.
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2.4 Speech resynthesis

Once the erroneous diphone segments have been modified, the last task is to
“transplant” this modified speech segment into the original word. However,
this is not a trivial question of cutting and pasting, but rather a complex task
of merging the modified and the unmodified parts together. Obtaining smooth
transitions between concatenated speech segments is a key challenge within con-
catenative synthesis, especially when the database is small, with only a limited
number of segments to choose from [23]. A major difference between common
speech synthesis systems and the resynthesis application suggested here can be
illustrated with the previously referred example word “kotte”. In a large speech
corpus, you will assumably find many examples of the sequence [-Ot-], and the
challenge is to choose which one could best match the preceding end point. In
our case, there is only one candidate for the [-t-] segment (i.e. the output from
the modification step), and the task will be to bridge the gap between the un-
modified speech and the modified signal as well as possible. However, as some
concatenative speech synthesis systems actually do apply some modification to
the original segment to smooth the concatenation point to the preceding signal,
some techniques have been developed that might fit our purposes.

Pitch-synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) is a common technique to ad-
just pitch and duration of a segment [23] [11]. Here, pitch markers are inserted at
certain positions in the glottal cycle, and segments are joined at these positions,
in a pitch-synchronous manner. Before they are joined together, the segments
are tapered towards the end, and overlapped. Pitch modification can be done
by reducing or increasing the length between pitch markers, and duration can
be modified by removing or repeating pitch pulses. For PSOLA synthesis to
work well, the positions of the pitch markers have to be accurate. A way to
achieve reliable pitch markers is by recording glottal activity simultaneously
with speech, by using a laryngograph. However, using a laryngograph will not
be an option in our application, and we might therefore risk ending up with
misplaced pitch markers.

Some approaches aimed at smoothing spectral discontinuities between seg-
ments have been described in [23]. Spectral smoothing can be done either by
modifying the existing audio frames, or by adding frames to interpolate be-
tween the segments. In optimal coupling, the segment boundaries are not fixed
to a certain point, but rather are specified as being located within certain frame
ranges. The exact segment joint is determined during synthesis, as the combina-
tion of a start and end point that yields the best spectral fit in the concatenated
signal [23]. Although the simplicity of this approach might be appealing, a dis-
advantage is that boundary points might sometimes be pushed too far, so that
essential parts of a segment are lost. Waveform interpolation (WI) is a technique
of averaging between the end point of a preceding segment to the starting point
of a following segment. However, WI only brings small improvements and works
best with segments with similar spectral envelopes [23]. WI can also be used
with linear prediction methods, to bridge the gap between the LP residuals of
two bordering frames. Of course, the spectral components of the LP-filter of the
same bordering frames could be interpolated independently of the interpolation
of the LP-residual. When applied to pitch synchronous windows, this method
has shown promising results [23]. A quite different approach, also described in
[23], is to mask discontinuities with noise. This approach takes advantage of an
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psychoacoustic phenomenon, the continuity effect. Similarily to what happens
when we look at a scene while moving past a picket fence, and still perceive all
information as continuous, adding noise to mask the segment joints in concate-
native synthesis produces the same effect, although auditorily [23]. However,
this approach has not yet been extensively studied and one could guess that al-
though it might be advantageous for the intelligibility of the synthesised speech,
naturalness might be disturbed. And for our purposes, where acoustic informa-
tion is produced to assist the child in perceiving acoustic details, masking any
details might be counter-productive.

Most of the smoothing techniques described here are appropriate for use with
voiced speech, but not designed particularly to handle unvoiced speech [23]. In
PSOLA synthesis, pitch markers can obviously be placed only in voiced regions
of the speech signal. For unvoiced speech regions, markers can be placed at
arbitrary positions at a constant rate, as the positions of the analysis windows
are not as critical as in voiced regions [11]. Special care is however needed
for stop consonants, considering that misplaced pointers might yield frames
containing both the last part of the occlusion phase and the first part of the
explosion phase.

3 Conclusion

The task of implementing a system for segmentally modified resynthesised speech
is complex. Each module described in this paper represents a different field of
research in itself. However, to a certain extent, we could make use of earlier
experiences and existing systems. For example, up to the point of speech align-
ment, the imagined application could follow the same steps as e.g. the duration
modification exercise in VILLE [9] referred to earlier. Here, an aligner tool avail-
able at KTH [24] is used to time-mark the phone boundaries in the waveform
of the utterance. However, as the speech modification in VILLE only involves
stretching and shortening of segments, the exact placements of phone bound-
aries are probably less sensitive than they are for our purposes. Moreover, as
the assumed users of VILLE are adult speakers, while the assumed users of the
application described here are children, alignments would probably be more re-
liable if the aligner could build upon acoustic models derived from child speech
data. Fortunately, child speech data is also available at KTH (the PF-Star cor-
pus), but it remains to be studied if it is better to use acoustical models that
build on child speech data of the “wrong” format (i.e. not isolated words), than
adult speech data of the “correct” format.

It is assumed that the type of segment to be modified, the modification
target and the context of the segment will affect both the processing and result-
ing speech quality. Most methods for speech modification and concatenative
(re)synthesis have been designed to treat voiced speech sounds. There could be
two reasons for this; either unvoiced speech sounds are too complex to even try
to handle, or handling voiced speech sounds is more acute since they cause more
problems in speech modification and (re)synthesis. As I find the second expla-
nation more likely, it seems reasonable to begin with treating unvoiced speech
sounds in the practical implementation of the suggested application. (Again,
without overlooking the transitions from and to neighbouring voiced regions.)
Moreover, the risk of introducing speech discontinuities is assumably smaller
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when “transplanting” an initial or final segment onto a word than inserting a
medial segment, as there is only one concatenation point instead of two. There-
fore, if practical implementation is embarked upon, it would seem reasonable
to limit the application to the handling of unvoiced segments in word-initial
or word-final position, at least as a starting point. Considering that children
usually master speech sounds in word-initial and word-final positions later than
in word-medial positions [25], this starting point can be doubly motivated.
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